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No. 28.

A Singular Incident.^-Dr. Flint, in his.
Zekiel Bigelow’s mode of abolish
Law of the Road.—There was a case re
AND MAINE PALLADIUM,
Lecture last week, on the Anatomy of the
THE PRINTJER^S THANKSGIVING.
ing Slavery.
cently determined in the Court of General
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
Biain, illustrated the astonishing influence
A PROCLAMATION.
- -li But now to the notion I first
Sessions of the Peace, &c. in Kent County,
JAMES K. REMICH.
which the nervous system exercises over the
started with, for this is the nub of this letter. Delaware, which is of considerable interest
’Officeon the Main-Street,—opposite the Meeting-House.
Inasmuch as the heart when in the enjoy
whole corporal and mental functions, by a As in this country there might be more dan to the public, and of particular importance to
ment of happiness, always seeks to utter its
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
This was art £ralitU(le in expressions of praise, therefore
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year._ well authenticated anecdote, which is too ger in preventing tree discussion on all the “ Knights of the Whip.”
Interest wilt he charged on all subscriptions which remarkable to be lost.
indictment against a certain Michael Guy, a r RIDA Y, the first day of January next is ap
He stated that in
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No Berlin, in Prussia, an individual, during a matters, than in letting all have their say in wagoner in the employ of Mr. Spearman, of
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub
most matters—the only course left in this Smyrna, for an assault and battery upon Mr. pointed as a day of Thanksgiving for Prin
ters throughout the United States.
Let all
violent dispute with his wife, in the course of ! nigger question, is to see that one set of
lisher, until ail arrearages are paid.
Offley. The facts of the case as detailed by delinquent subscribers hasten to settle their
The publisher doefe not hold himself responsible for which both parties became much enraged,
folks don’t use other folks’ property in car the testimony, are briefly these :
¿toy error in any advertisement beyond the amount
bills. Let the farmer bring in his wood and
undertook to administer a little salutary rying out their plan of “ philanthropy,” as
«charged for its insertion.
Mr. Offlley, accompanied by two ladies, in produce, and the merchant his merchandise,
chastisement. He struck her with his hand they call it.
T he meaning of this word his carriage, overtook a four-horse wagon, indeed let all classes yield up their bountiful
a light blow on the back of her neck. The “ philanthropy,” according to the dictiona driven by the defendant. To escape the in gams in payment for the severe toils and
MISCELLANEOUS.
woman instantly fell, and became apparent ry, is “ to love men.” Now if any man convenience of the dust he quickened the
continued exertions of the printers.
A GOOD HUSBAND.
ly, immediately deprived of all sensation— loves a nigger more than his master does, speed of his horse, and attempted to pass. Gladden their hearts with a full supply,
When you see a young man of modest, and after various methods were resorted to
The defendant, perceiving the intention, ur chaim their ears with harmoniou^-spngs, and
he should lov his master just as much, else
liespecttul, ietiring habits, not given to pride, without success to reanimate her, she was
ged his team into a gallop, and when Mr. Off- them in their pilgrimage through life. In
of philanthropy ¡n it. Now, lay nwderat. d his pace, die defendant did the enumeration of all these events that will cer*
*tO vanity, or to flattery, he will make a good pronounced io be dead—grave clothes .were there aint a
husband, lor he will be the same to his wife provided, and sume persons commenced according to the laws ol the land, a nigger same. Mr. O. made another attempt to get tainiy take place on Friday, the 1st day of
•after marriage that he was before it. When stripping the body of its apparel, in order is as much the property of his master as my ahead, at the same time requesting the wag January, that day will be observed by Print
shirt is mine ; if any man wants my shirt oner to let him do so. This, however, did ers as a day of thanksgiving and prayer and
^ou see a man of frugal, industrious habits, to array it preparatory to its interment.—
not accord with his determination, and when
ho fortune hunter,’ but who would lake a On removing a kerchief from her shoulders, and I chuse to sell it to him, it’s a bargain — Mr. O., in order to effect his object, urged his praise—praising the justice of their faithful
patrons, and praying that for the future they
but
if
he
aim
ready
to
pay
me
a
fair
price
wife for the value of herself, and not for the woman, to the great consternation of all
horse forward at the speed of nine or ten may be exempted from the depredation of
for
it,
then
I
say
he
aim
got
no
right
to
dis

the sake of wealth, that man will make a present, started up, assumed a menacing at
miles an hour, the defendant pertinaciously those graceless, thankless, thoughtless, mind
good husband ; for his affection will not de titude, and proceeded to finish an opprobri cuss the matter, particularly if the natur of endeavored to maintain an equal pace. Mr. less and heartless boobies, delinquent sub
his discussion is to deprive me of my shirt O. however, after some contest, was enabled scribers ; and also that other lot of ragmif
crease, neither will he bring himself or his ous term which she was applying to her hus
without compensating at all.
’ to get ahead.
fins, newspaper borrowers.
partner to poverty and want. When you band when he struck her the blow that ap
Now, then, if the abolition folks want to
The wagon had pursued an uniform course
All the good people of our country are af
see a young man whose manners are of the peared to have produced such serious re
free a nigger, they must be ready to pay for upon the right hand track of the road. When fectionately invited to contribute towards the
most boisterous disgusting kind, with brass sults !
him, and something like this plan might Mr. Offley, passing on the left, had attained enjoyment of this festival. Let them as a preenough to carry him to any place, and thinks
It was ascertained on subsequent investi work well. Let the Southern States fix a a sufficient distance in advance to prevent a- paiatory movement, annihilate the whole sys
every one inferior to himself, don’t marry gation that a pin, which confined a certain
fair price fora nigger,and form a committee ny accidental collision, he turned into the tem of newspaper borrowing, for borrowers
him,girls, he will not make a good husband. portion of her garments to her neck, was,
right-hand track, immediately before the are the quicksands that swallow up from
to
take charge of the matter, and when an wagon. Upon this, the defendant pushed sight and recollection, all the earnings of our
When you see a young man depending by the force of the blow, driven through the
Solely for his reputation and standing in so integuments and spine until it reached lhe abolition man is so brain full of philanthro his horses forward so rapidly, that the tongue class. Accomplish this, and our land will
ciety upon the wealth of his father or rela spinal marrow : and was the cause of this py that he can’t find work enough at home of his wagon came violently in contact with not groan with the injuries of oyr tribe. Our
the carriage, which was immediately over lights will no longer be trampled in the dust,
tions, don’t marry him, for goodness sake, instantaneous suspension of all the functions lor it, let him send the amount of the fix’d
turned, and Mr. O. and the ladies thrown out, like pebbles beneath the charger’s hoof.
value
of
a
nigger
to
this
committee
south,
he will make a poor husband.
When you of lhe body or mind. She was restored to
No. 4 ndw era would burst on our race.
and simply say—“ Gentlemen, inclos’d is and considerably injured. It was proved
see a man who is never engaged in any af consciousness, and to the full possession of
that the defendant’s genera) manner of dri- Our hands would thrill with the touch of the
$
---------J
please
send
me
a
nigger.
”
frays or quarrels by day or follies by night, all her faculties so soon as it was removed.
ving was such as to create apprehension and one
1
thing needful ; and our eyes would see
Now this would be what I call true phi danger. It also appeared, that during the nought
1
in the future but types of the nation
and whose general conduct is not of so
__________ __ ______ Journal.
lanthropy ; and if lhe abolition folks at whole time the reins were attached to the triumphant,
1
the people happy, and the laws
mean a character as to make him wish to
General Harrison.—In this gentleman home and abroad would just trv it a spell, hames of one of the wheel horses, entirely out respected.
1
conceal his name, who does not keep low
Let all the world cherish a deep regard for
are happily united lhe qualifications and ex they would find al least, the true difference of reach of the defendant, who stood upon
company, gamble, or break the Sabbath, or
'
greatest elements of power, in modern
between right up and down justice, and the front part of the wagon. It was further the
use profane language, but whose face is reg perience of lhe statesman, with the bravery
<
the power of the press. It is the friend
L their kind of philanthropy which is very proved that the leading horses were general- days,
ularly seen at Church, where he ought to and skill of lhe accomplished general.
ly unruly and difficult to manage. The case of
' ti nth, storms that overwhelm cities cannot
apt to overlook it.
is
not,
therefore,
surprising
that
his
nomina

■be -he certainly will make a good husband.
it ; earthquakes
that
bury
oaSa’’gli,ed in behalf oi the defendant by destroy
.
.
,
____
J empires in
lour friend,
Zekiel Bigelow.
Never make money an Object of marriage ; tion for the Presidency should be received
Messrs. Bates and Frame, and by W. H. ruin cannot harm it, for it is built on an in
if you depend upon it, as a balance from the with acclamations in lhe west, and be res
The following Recipe for a paste to ren Rogers on the part of the prosecution. The ! destructible basis, with a world for its theagood, you will get a bad husband. —When ponded to by other states. He is emphati der Boots and Shoes waler proof is highly Court instructed the jury to this effect: That Itre of action, mankind for its instruments
cally an honest man and a true patriot, and
if they considered the circumstances of such | and aU coming time for an audience.
Let
you see a young man who is attentive and
a nature as to indicate intention, recklessness, i aii then, maintaining this pillar of our nationhas greatly distinguished himself both in the recommended by those who have tried it.
kind to his sisters, or aged mother, who is
The discoverer, Mr. Gideon B. Smith of■ or carelessness of consequences, the defend-; ai strength, keep holy the Printer’s day of
field and in lhe civil stations which he has
not ashamed to be seen in the streets with
! Baltimore, says the following preparation is ant must be convicted : that if he had simply Payin£nt, a»d reverence his profession, lest
occupied.
He
novv
serves
as
clerk
of
the
the woman who gave him birth and nursed
come in contact with the horse or carriage of the press be turned
j ■—
into an engine of evil.
I sufficient for fifty pair of shoes.
him, and who will attend to all her wants county in which he resides—not deeming ,
Mr. O. in such a manner, without injury, he
Given at the Council Chamber of Knowl
Take
3
oz.
gum
elastic,
cut
it
up
into
any
honest
vocation
incompatible
with
his
would have been equally guilty of an assault
edge, this the 16th day of October, in the
with filial love, affection and tenderness,
duty to his country and his family. That fine shreds, put it into a gallon jug, add to and battery ; that Mr. O. after having com
year of our Lord, one thousand eight
take him girls, who can get him, no matter
it
3
quarts
of
Seneca
oil,
let
it
stand
three
hundred and thirty-five.
wha.t his circumstances in life are ; he is re such a man, the follower in the footsteps of or four days, when the gum will have been pletely passed the wagon, had a right to
Washington, should be named for the first
choose which track he pleased, and in case of
OBADIAH FREE PRESS.
ally worth having, and will certainly make
office in the gift of the people, affords a con dissolved, and lhe paste fit for use. Stir be meeting other .vehicles would be obliged to
By His Honor the Governor, with the ad
-a oery good husband.
fore
using
;
then
rub
the
uppers
and
soles
turn
to
the
right
;
that
when
Mr.
O.
had
pas

vice and consent of the Council.
Lastly, always examine into the charac clusive refutation of the charge that “ re effthe boots or shoes well with it three or sed, it was incumbent upon the defendant to
CORRECTO TYPO, Secretary.
ter, conduct, and motives ; and when you publics are ungrateful.”—Baltimore Chron. four different times before the fire, so long use reasonable care and caution to prevent
find these good in a young man, then you
GOD SAVE THE COMMONWEALTH OF
The degree collision ; they also suggested that the defen
Religious instruction of the colored pop- as lhe leather will absorb it.
PRINTERS.
may be sure, he will make a Good Hus ulation at the South.—R,
gAI. I| of comfort which this mixture will ensure to dant’s driving at a rapid rate, with the reins
out of his reach, was a circumstance evincing
band.— Ladies9 Com.
ley, formerly of New
England, now of the yveacer of heavy shoes and boots can extreme and culpable negligence. The Jury
Increase of the Slave Population in the Uni
South Carolina, is publishing a course of only be realized on trial. It might be used
The great art of acquiring wealth con Letters in the Christian JMirror, touching with an equally good effect upon the har returned verdict of guilty, and the Court ad ted Slates.—The following statements will
judged that the defendant should pay a fine show the progressive increase of the slave
sists in saving, and in sacrificing some pres
the condition of slaves. Ina letter of Au ness and gearing of work horses^ and we of $20 to the State, together with the costs, population of the United States since 1790
ent enjoyment for the sake of future ease.
gust 20th, he has the following statements: have no doubt would make one pair last as and be imprisoned for the period of three lhe enumerations are official
Wasteful and extravagant people sometimes
months. It is hoped that the result of this
Within a few years increased efforts have long as two.
Total number of Slaves,
get rich, but the examples of success of such been made by Christian masters and by
case will prove a salutary example.
In 1790,
.
697 697
are the mere exceptions to a general rule.
Newcastle Gazette.
77ie folly of Anticipating Troubles.—
In 1800,
.
896,849:
ministers to impart religious instruction to
We are not the advocates of a mean and
1" lain’
'
’
'
!,191.36L
the slave population, and bring them under ! Afflictions seen in the perspective are more
There are few things of more importance
parsimonious system of expenditure. 'There a moi al influence.—Great efforts have been ! appalling than when they actually arrive.
1" ISa’
’
’
’
1,538,064.
than a strict adherence to a promise, delib
In 1830,
2,010,436.
is one species of economy which no one
j
j
f
or
there
are
few
but
are
attended
by
some
made by the legislature, by enacting severe
erately made, and few evils greater than a
should ever lose sight of, whether he be rich penalties to prevent irregular trading with' alleviating circumstance that deadens their
Thus the increase since the first Census up
habit of making thoughtless and hasty
has been
been
or poor, or in moderate circumstances. It them by unprincipled white persons, in torce. Why, then, should we sour lhe cup
1
312
739 ! the Jast was taken»’ has
promises. Many a mechanic has ruined
is that nothing should be wasted that can
which they are always under temptation to of happiness, by anticipating troubles that his prospects of success and lost all charac
be applied to use.
The late Stephen Gi
steal articles for traffic, and purchase in re may never reach us, and in probabilities de ter for truth, without really intending it, by
Mr. Nathaniel Freeman has been arrested
rard was eminently remarkable for his at turn intoxicating liquors.
The vice of in pendent on a thousand contingent circum- a system of unmeaning and pernicious prom at New Y ork for forging the name of Arthur
tention to small matters. At his farm be
temperance has been by this and other stances, never likely to concur at once.— ising. To
to,r
a billet, which icquesiea
requested ot
of ivir.
Mr
ju every
v:\eij man
uidii is
is committed
commuted his
his .......
own TJLappan
1
low the city, which he used to visit almost
Ka‘lk,tl?he ‘»an of ten or twelve hunmeans greatly diminished among them. The folly of doing so will be placed in a character, and yet men frequently so far
every day in summer, not in a coach and The Sabbath is very generally regarded as stronger light in the following anecdote :
forget this, as to violate a positive ’promise 1 frnd d.0,,ars for a. ®bort t,,ne- He appears
tour, but in an old shabby chaise with a rus a day ol lest, if not ol devotion.
A country woman set her daughter, a sacrifice their..,rd andjhus bring
I have
tic looking horse, all his arrangements were rarely, for several years, seen it made by girl of fifteen, to bake while she went to a
themselves leproach ; and sacrifice their Boston Gazette says Mr. Freeman was forconducted with the strictest regard to econ them a day of amusement, as I am told it neighbor’s. After some stay, she returned,
clearest treasure for the mean, miserable, merly, for many years, a resident of Boston
omy. We are told that in the fall season, formerly was. Increasing and great care and found the oven sparkling hot, and her
and contemptible consideration of a few vile where he filled the office of Deputy Sheriff
when he used to kill his catlie for making is used by masters to remove the most com daughter in another apartment, in lhe great
dollars.—Bangor Mechanic 8^ Far.
By ruinous speculations in lottery tickets and
the beef with which he provisioned his
other modes of extravagance, he became a
mon sources of temptation, to provide for est agony and tears. A sight so unexpect
ships, not a particle of the animal was lost. them good and separate sleeping apart ed, excited the most tender sympathy in lhe
An inexhaustible mine of plumbago, ac bankrupt, and was obliged to leave the citv
Alter salting the meat, and selling the hides
He proceeded to New York, was engaged a^
ments, to promote and encourage the mar maternal bosom, and solicitude lor lhe cause. cording to lhe Boston Mercantile, has’been
to the tanners, the horns to the comb-ma riage relation, and give a due respect to fam After much entreaty, the daughter complied. discovered in Hillsborough, New Hamp a clerk in several mercantile houses—became
hopefully pious—joined Dr. Spring’s church,
kers, the hoofs and the paunch to the ven
ilies by special indulgences and privileges. “ I was thinking,” said she, “ if 1 was mar shire. This is the material which when and for a period of eight or ten years lived
ders of cow-heels and tripe, he sold the
ried,
and
should
have
a
dear
little
child,
and
boiled in oil, is cut into our fine lead pencils. apparently an examplary life. His family re
Provision is generally made in the construc
blood to the sugar refiners.
iMany a gen
tion of churches to accommodate them in it should live to run about, and I should be It is also used for polishing—for crucibles, sides at Jersey city. Mr. Freeman once had
tleman farmer would have thought atten
baking, as I now am, and I should go out for and to prevent friction in machinery.
an extensive acquaintance in Boston, and
tion to such small matters beneath his no separate seals, and in some places churches fuel, and should leave it alone, and it should
they will regret to find him assuming the
are fitted up especially for their separate
tice, just as many a female housekeeper,
New Composition far making roads.— character of a forger.—Newburyport Herald.
use. Sabbath school and family instruction take a chair, and should get up to lhe mouth
thinks it beneath her notice to see that her
is extended to them extensively in religious of tbe,oyen, and it should crawl in and should We notice in the papers an account of a
servants do not put more wood on the fire
T he meeting at Salem, called on account of
families : and as a missionary field, the burn it itself to death, all to a crisp, what a new composition, which is in the course of
than is necessary to produce the degree of
terrible thing it would be. Oh ! oh 1 oh trial in England, for making and repairing the recent outrages in that town, appears to
black
population
of
our
plantations
is
at

have been composed of two parties, about ebeat that is required, or throw into the
roads. It is composed of asphaltum, silx, qually divided. Resolutions were offered by
tracting the attention and enlisting the vol dear, what should I do ?”
street meat, vegetables and bread, as is done
Let
us
not
smile
at
the
imaginary
troubles
oxide of iron, and lime, melted together in Hon. S. C. Phillips, which censured mobs
untary services of all w+io can feel the mis
in some families almost every day, enough
sionary spirit, or be warmed into action of lhe girl, while half the ills we feel are furnaces, and is called li bituminous lava.” too strongly in the opinion of a majority of
to feed a smalt familyPhiladelphia Gaz.
equally imaginary, but meet those that really It is said to be harder than granite.
the meeting, and others were substituted
by the love of souls.
which are severe against the abolitionists, but
In a subsequent part of the same letter, exist with fortitude, and they will become
much too lenient towards mobs.
Education is a companion which no mis Mr. B. states that in South Carolina the less formidable, in proportion as they are
HOW TO JUDGE CUSTOiMERS.
After the meeting dissolved, that portion of
fortune can depress—no crime destroy—no Methodists have five missionaries entire met with fit moess.—-National Recorder.
A merchant who has acquired considera it friendly to the resolutions proposed by Mr.
enemy alienate—no despotism enslave. At ly devoted to the black population, and
ble of this world’s gain by his attention to Phillips, remained, and passed his resolutions*
A strong verdict.— About the commence
home a friend—abroad an introduction—in their preachers are very successfully as well
business, lately informed us how he decided —not, however, without indications of a dis
ment
of
the
present
century,
a
black
fellow
■solitude, a solace—in society an ornament. as actively devoted to their instruction
whether a man was fit to be trusted or not. position on the part of some of their oppo
who lived at lhe North End of Boston, sud
It shortens vice—it guides virtue—it throughout their respective circuits.
1r
He said whenever he saw a farmer come in, nents to prevent them.—ib.
By
gives at once, grace and government to gen their statistical record, it appears their denly disappeared, and it was thought that riding or driving a good fat horse, he knew
he
had
drowned
himself.
Accordingly
dil

Trinity Church Salaries.—The officiating
ius.—Without it what is man 1 A splendid churches embrace in round numbers twenty
he could be relied upon. If his horse was
slave ! a reasoning savage ! vascillaling be two thousand communicants ; of whom fif igent search was made, and at lhe end of poor, he knew him careless and inattentive clergymen of Trinity Church, including the
two Chapels St. John and St. Paul’s, are four
tween the dignity ol an intelligence derived teen thousand, more than two thirds, are two days, his body was found in a dock in to his contracts.
in number, with their salaries and perquisites
Charlestown. As is usual in such cases, a
from God, and lhe degradation of brutal blacks.”
as follows:—
jury was called together; and as lhe story
passions.
Onderdonk, Bishop, $6,000 and a house.
A physician lately, learnedly asked an
A Good Customer.—^ What do von goes, (which is true enough for ought we
Berrian, Rector,
' ~ ” do.
4,000
undictionaryed
nurse,
attending
on
his
pa

do.
No human power can force the impene wish to get in your two bottles ?” said a ¿ro- know) they were all “ men of color.” Af tient—“ Does he expectorate
Anthon, Assistant,
3,000 do.
do.
(S Ex
cer
to
a
little
boy,
as
he
entered
the
store.
Schroeder, Assistant, 3,000 do.
ter some deliberation they brought in a ver
trable bulwarks of the liberty of the heart.—
do.
pect to eat !'9 she hurriedly replied, that
N. Y. Herald.
Force never can persuade men: it only “ Mother wants to get a cent’s worth of dict something as follows : “ Dat going depends on yourself, doctor.’
“ Which bottle will you home one bery dark night, he fell from the
makes hypocrites of them. When kings in your best yeast.”
The $15,000 advertised to have been lost
lei fere with religion, instead of protecting have it in ?” “ I’ll have it in both: and wharf and was killed ; dat the tide cornin’
Example.—When a misfortune happens by the Commercial Bank of Philadelphia,
it, they enslave it. Grant therefore, to eve- you will please to put a cork in ’em. Can’t in strong, it floated him ober to Charles
to a friend, look forward and endeavor
was picked up by a little girl, the daughter of
4!y one civil liberty, not in approving every you send it home ? ’cause I’m going another town, and he was drowned; dat the weath prevent the same thing from happening to
to a poor man, in Market street, and returned to
way.
”
“
Well,
where
’
s
your
cent
“
Moth

er
bein
’
bery
cold,
he
froze
to
death
!
”
thing, as if every thing were indifferent, but
the bank, when the $1000 reward was immeyourself.
The coroner, who was rather waggish, not
by enduring patiently whatever God per er says you must charge it.”
diatelypaid to her.
withstanding the solemnity of the occasion,
mits, and by endeavoring to win men back
Buck and Labor.—A guinea found in
A definition.—Truth is the conformity said, “ you may as well add, that he died
‘by the mildness of persuasion.—Fenelon.
The Governor of New York has appointed
lhe street will not do a poor man so much
of expression to the thought.
in the woolNorfolk Adv.
the 10th of December as a day of public
good as half a guinea earned by industry.
Thanksgiving.

: --

FOREIGN NEWS.
[From the Philadelphia Com. Herald, Nov. 21.]

Latest from Laguyra.-^ the arrival at
Philadelphia, of the brig Emily Davis, Capt.
J. Douglass, from Laguyra, from whence she
»ailed October 31, we haveriteea favored with
extiacts of letteis to Mi. House, of tl
y,
and gtve the annexed.
.

i. A large
UsofF

We learn from the Baltimore Patriot that
Washington National Monument society
,
William Gwynn Jones, late Editor of the , The object ot this Association,
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is stated by the last Report of the Board of to be liberally met, by the whole People.
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flocks of wild geese were seen flying over, [ Bank of the United States would not be able vessels of nearly or over 100 tons burden, the harbor of New York, says the N. York
some of which manifested a disposition to to meet her responsibilities ; even in the 25,000, in the cod fishery, 5,000 ; in steam Transcript are ordered to be garrisoned forth Bath, dated January 4, 1833, are in circula
reasons for removing the deposites, this was vessels 1,099 ; and in the United States Navy with, and an order has been given for one tion. They are very well executed. The
alight upon the rigging,—Balt. Chron.
hundred cannon to be sent to Fort Rich
one relied on to some extent. The leaders 6,000.
mond. At Norfolk, the North Carolina of! Portland Advertiser says two of them were
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¡ceeded. But how is it now ? There
there is no Bedford, was installed Pastor of the Second dry dock, and’ hauled alongside of the navy nesday morning,
a bystander,1 what do those letters stand for ?’ ] paper more greedily sought for than hers. Unitarian Church in the city of New York, yard, preparatory to getting in her masts.
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< Stand for 1 why that’s my title !’ ‘ Yes sir ; ] And in winding up, she has no difficulty in on Sunday last.
We understand that the Unitarian Society,
The hotel keepers in Boston have advan report that the King of France and all the
but what is your title?’ ‘Why, Professor selling out her debts, and branches, on the
terms. Indeed she has in this town, have invited Mr. Edgar Bucking ced the price of board 25 cents per day.
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Dover Enquirer.
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A worthy once remarked that if one would
er & Co. at Hampden, were destroyed by fire conspiracy, of which the vessels that furnish
Snow.—The Quebec Mercury, of the 12th,
seat himself in a strong draft of air, place his
The Penobscot Indians, ‘ down East,’have i on the night of the 17th inst. The Mills had]
ed the intelligence heard exaggerated ac
feet in a bucket of cold water, and jingle the says, that sleighs were in general use in and
“The snow drifts in the advertised their Governor and Lieutenant i just commenced operation. The loss is esti counts. It is quite probable that such is the
shovel and tongs, he might enjoy all the about that city.
pleasures of sleigh-riding at a great discount country had been heavy, but near the city Governor as unworthy of trust, and cautioned j mated at 15 to $20,000.—No insurance.
fact.
all persons against noticing any of their offi
the roads were level and good.”
from the livery stable prices.
The Rev. George B. Cheever, of Salem,
The ice in some places is over an inch in cial acts hereafter. One of the Governor’s
Lt. Gov. Armstrong has been nominated
chief faults, was a remarkable fondness for has received the appointment ol Professor of
When a crack is discovered in a stove, thickness. On the 7th inst. the steamboat St. his subjects’ squaws.
by
the whigs, as a candidate for Mayor of the
Sacred Rhetoric in the ‘ Oberlin Institute,’ a
through which the fire or smoke penetrates, George, on her way from Quebec to Mon
new institution, located in the State of Ohio, eity of Boston, and has accepted the nornina*
treal,
was
detained
at
anchor
between
four
the apertures may be completely closed in a
A block of five story stores, with granite in the Western Reserve.
tioii.—Mr. Lyman was nominated for re-elecmoment, with a composition consisting of and five hours, by a very severe snow storm.
basements, erected on the corner of the Cus
Newburyport Her.
wood ashes and common salt, made into paste
(f^A
heavy
concussion
resembling
an
tion but declined.
tom House and Old Levee streets, New Or
with a little water, plastered over the crack.
Earthquake, was sensibly fejt in this town,
leans,
was
erected
in
the
short
space
of
twen

Astor
’
s
Hotel,
including
Ithe
ground
on
The good effect is equally certain, whether
The Eastport
Sentinel of the 18th inst. says
on Tuesday last, precisely at the same hour
.
which it stands, is stated to have cost about ty days. The builder is Mr. Toognod.
the stove, &c. be cold or hot.
of the blowing up of the powder mills in that Thompson, the abolitionist, arrived at
$500,000. Consequently, to pay a fair rate
Andrews on the 11th, in the brig SatisfacMariners Look .Out /—Cape Hatteras Gorham. It was supposed at the time to
Buildings erected in New York and in pro of interest, it ought to rent for at least $30,^Sunnihave’leen Z'eXof 'helion from Boston, and that he was in EastLight
is
repairing,
and
no
light
is
exhibited,
000.
The
first
lease
has
been
taken
at
somegress, to be finished this year, 856, including
16 churches. In Philadelphia, eleven hun ' thing less ; averaging, for three years, not far and will not be for some time to come.
explosion.—Wiscasset Intelligencer.
i port when the Sentinel went to presa.
Portland Argus.
I from $20,000 per annum.
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Prom Jtaco.—By the Montezuma at New -RAIL-ROAD FROM THE WtTED
wi, and
ana that
am by
u, streh support they II ffrorn «'ate number of Silliman’« Journal]
laree and respectable meeting of the cit-1 in Ins support,
STATES'QUARRY TO KENNEYork from Vera Crux, 6th inst. advices from
BUNK-PORT.
efficiently
promote
the
prosperity
|
Carrageen
or
Irish
Moss
—
It
was
first
!ar?e
r ,
' will most efficientlv oromote the prosperity |
(To the Senate and House of Representatives of
s of Philadelphia, friendly to t
o
---- ------------by
-------------■
• i iti a Mexico to 1st irtst. are received.
offthe
the nation—the ’integrity of the constitu- introduced
Dr. Bees, who considered
The tidings of the recent movements in
ten. Harrison to the Presidency, was held tion_the SUpremacy ofthe laws, and the per-. most important article of food for individuals,
the State of Maine, in Legislature assembled.
fel1llie
.dependence Square, in that city* on the ' petuity of the union.
iI and Doctors Lulby and O’Reilly, and Sir Texas had reached the capital, and as was F,
HE subscribers respectfully represent, tha;
to
be
expected
had
produced
a
great
excite

In J The meetin- was opened by an adResolved, That Daniel Webster belongs to Henry Halford, speak ofthe Carrageen as the
JL they and others have associated togeth
ment.
The
most
energetic
measures
were
jist. lhen
»
1
the nation and the whole nation. That his most nutritious article of diet for individuals,
er for the purpose of constructing a rail-road
ieV‘n|iMe»eriljto s from James C. Biddle, Esq., at the con-1 y.ewg op natlonal policy extend as well to the they are acquainted .'with, as well as a light, resorted to without a moment’s delay, and 'from the United States quarry, so called, the
1,gh . «'“id-winte, ¡on of which the following preamble and | country
country on
on the Ohio and Mississippi, as to nutritious food for delicate and weakly chdchil there is every appearance that we shall soon late Wormwood farm, in Kennebunk-port,
li) this Aspect
respect it is superior to Arrow bear of serious doings in the revolted prov to their wharves and ware-houses at the vil
Irnions were dffered by Mr. Hanna, read aiat On the Merrimack—that no contracted dren. In
ince, A strong feeling of ill vyill and . suspi
1 system of vicious
•
i. n ever
-------------------adorned—
policy
will
degrade Root, Sage, Tapioca, or Barley, being more cion against /Americans resident in Mexico lage, with a view chiefly to the transportatioi.i
highly nutritious, easy of digestion, and pleas
aG
,
,
r.i
it •. 1
this
illustrious
Statesman,
to
the
level
of
the
g day.
» ¿hereas. the people of the United State, , 1
was aroused, and apprehensions were enter of quarried stone to a place of shipment.
politician—that this meeting, therefore,; ing to the taste.
tained
of injury to their persons and proper Wherefore they pray that an act of incorpc
W,r primary meetings,
meetings, have emphat cally |
n(|y rehes on (he goo(1 sens(J (,n() pat. ; Directions for using the Moss.—S teep 1-2
; tieir
ration may be granted to them and their as
.
’"•"‘M-Kw-.an fessed their abhorrence of an official uom-^ j tiotia|n of‘a|| their fellow citizens, opposed to ' an oz. of Moss in colil water for a few min ty. .
sociates for the'purpose aforesaid, with suita
ion of a candidate for the chief magistra-; the present national administration, for their utes then withdrawing it, boil it in a quart ’ A large number of Commissions for priva- ble provisions to enable them to obtain the
>f the Union, and their determination to ¡ co-operation in the prosecution of all honor- ; of milk until it attains the consistency of teers—the accounts say five hundred—had lands and privileges necessary, and empovv
:st all attempts to represent such a nomi- able means to promote his election to the , warm jelly ; strain and sweeten to the taste been received at Vera. Cruz, to be given out ering them to take a suitable toll and to use
6 """>'>erofS(UI|e„ts on as the free expression ofthe popular
as occasion might require. The Archbishop
with white sugar or honey. 1 his decoction
the road for all purposes of transportation.
office of President of the United States.
of Mexico and the Bishop of Puebla had un
« Seminary ¡s ](|^
-is
recommended
for
breakfast
for
consump

Signed,
Barnabas Palmer,
The
meeting
recommended
the
holding
of
dertaken
to
furnish
lhe
Government
with
‘y’-«'¡«i.», c. Lnd whereas, many of our fellow citizens
tive patients. Should milk disagree with the
Daniel Winslow,
a State Convention of the friends of Mr-! stomach, the same portion of water may be $1,000,000 to carry on the war. [This is the
William Cutter,
Ii»s PhBln.Paine, Pre. this and other States, have publiclyarii need their preference for Win. H. Har- Webster, at H&rrisburgh, on the 4th of Janua-: used instead. If made with the latter, it will most important movement of the whole, for
Nathaniel Mitchell.
the government is notoriously afflicted with*
100 v»lumes is M11. n, of Ohio, as a man superior in every
John Neal, and others.
ry next.
i be found a most agreeable kind of nourish extreme poverty.]
Iy‘ 'rilw«isal», ral and intellectual requisite, to the indi
Portland, Nov. 18, 1835.
--------------------------| ment, taken at intervals during the day, the
A
division
of
2000
infantry
had
been
order

na! designated by the present incumbent
Elected with
A man was knocked down,, near the depot flavor being varied with lemon juice or peel, ed to assemble at Matamoras, and 300 caval
lis regnlar successor ; and from his posiSHERIFF’S SALE.’
11 j<1
Mechrt, i before the people, better calculated to ofthe Worcester Rail-Road in Boston, on 1 Seville orange juice, cinnamon, or wine.
ry under Gen. Montezuma had begun their
This decoction is also taken for the relief
y
7
FBpAKEN on Execution against
"ral lal,w' TV«* nnand the harmonious support of all the the evening of the 17th inst., and robbed of of cough, at any time when troublesome, and 1j march to Monterry in Texas. It was said
o? r, ss.
Stephen Freeman of York, in
that
Gen.
Santa
Anna
himseff
would
proceed
purpose simply sweetened with
well managed and j Monents of executive misrule, than any qi 830 or 840 in money, a trunk of wearing ap- d ¡s
said county, innholder, all the buildings now
thither
to
take
the
chief
command.
ler of the eminent men now in the public parrel and a cotton umbrella. He had arri-j honey .
¡fulness andpopulst
The new constitution had been adopted occupied by said Freeman as a Tavern Estab
1?
11 e deeoction^ither in milk
lishment, consisting of a three story house,
Lnd whereas, the citizens of the city and ved in the cars but a short time before, and or water maynrettdminisiered with equal ad by Congress, and proclaimed. Some oppo two sheds, a large stable, a barn Standing
mty of Philadelphia, cordially and earnest- was in search ofa cartman to carry his bag- *vantage, and’ in iftldition to the sweetening sition was made but without effect.
near the same and other out buildings, all o .
(
if a teaspoon full of the Tincture of
tenneòun/i—A cala, soncur in jhis preference, believing it to be gage when assailed. There were 3 or 4 matter,
said buildings standing on land not belong
i nded on a just estimate of personal met it,) persons engaged in the robbery, all of whom Rhutany be mixed with each cup full of it, a I DESTRUCT1TE GALE AT THE WEST.
ing to siiid Freeman ; and the same will be
[From the Geneva Courier o! 6th insl.]
students of this in. I a sense of what is due to the great ends |
tone will be given to the stomach, at the same
Senaca Lake.—One of the most violent sold at public vendue, on Tuesday next, liear
eniical year, has been.. conciliation and compromise—Therefore^ | appeared to be Americans.
time nourishment is conyeyefl to the system,
the premises, at one o’clock P. M.
esent week. Wlwfe . lesolveff, by the ..citizens of the city and)
irritation prevented ; a large tea-cup full gales vvhich have been known in a long time,
A. WARREN, Deputy Sheriff’.
Boston contains, it appears by a census re- and
;
occurred on this lake on the night of Friday
¡-¡n the maledeiwi mty.of Piiiiadeipbia, in general town meetmay be taken three or four times a day.
>
November 27, 1835.
last,
which
resulted
in
considerable
damage
to
F i assembled, That they regard the nomma- cently taken, 77,387 inhabitants—increase in
Decoction made by boiling half an ounce of
department 67. Tfo
i of Wtn.H. Harrison, of Ohio, proceed- five years 16,006, or 26 per cent.—in 15 years clear Moss in a pint and a half of water or the owners of property on said lake. 1 h£ee
•sista of Messrs. Carlo, as it does from the people, and being the 34,093 or 80 per cent.
milk, until reduced to a pint, is recommend boats were sunk, one or two were driven a- Zl^HIS day were impounded in the tow..
uses Burbank, George uh, neither of intrigue nor dictation, as a
ed as food for children affected with scorfu- shore and pretty much destroyed, while others JL
pound in York, by Samuel Junkins of
Seven Catholic Priests arrived at New lous diseases, as well as for those who are were floundering about on the lake.
) ami Miss RuthS. ■at popular niovement, which will and
said York, two oxen ; one of them brnidleo
o-ht to lead to a triumphant issue.
delicate
and
weakly,
and
also
for
infants.
and the other red with a star in tho face.—
A philosophical ani Resolved, That the civil services of Gen. York, from Europe, in brig Poultney, on
BUFFALO, NOV. 11th.
To make Blanche Mange.—Take half an
Said oxen were taken up in the enclosure of
* been procured
The
wind
commenced
blowing
a
gale
about
irrison have been such as to justify a grate- Monday of last week.
ounce of Moss, and having cleansed, boil it
said Samuel Junkins, and are committed as
r
6
o
’
clock
this
morping,
and
continued
to
in—Tuition, from $3 to people in entrusting to his administration
milk, until it is i
estrays. The owner is requested to pay what
A son of Mr. Porter of Baldwin, about 12 in a pint and a half of..new
. — ......— — ' crease until about ten. The lower part of the
, including washing, i affairs of their beloved country; and au- ! years old, was drowned in a mill pond near1 reduced to a proper thickness to retain its1
strain it ; it is to be sweetened i town is completely overflowed as far up as is justly demandable and take them aw))y.
irize the belief, from his past association
shape-i—lhen
----------CALEB EASTMAN, Pound keeper.
text term commences th the purest and best ^1 American states- 1 his father’s house on the morning ofthe 13th and flavored with Lemon, white wine, or ina i Crow street. A five story brick building on
York, Nov. 20, 1835.
I the flats, east side of Main street, not comple
¡ember.
in, that he will be led to call to his coun- I inst. He fell through the ice, upon which short any thing to suit the palate.
s those who have always been true to the
To make Orange Lemon, or Sevory Jellies, ted, was tumbled down in a mass from the
Writmg’ & Otter Paper«
he had thoughtlessly ventured.
T of the “ J/nericdii eat principles of constitutional freedom as
use a similar process, substituting water for very foundation. Another four story brick tCASE Fine and Superfine Leiter Papci
dwelling unfinished, owned by Danlbid
■ Entertaining Ähowl- actised in better times, and to the best in
1 do. Writing Paper—No. 1 Foolscap,
The Portsmouth N. H.1 Gazette thu> hu milk ; add lemon, orange herbs, &c. accord
Richmond, was blown down to the first story,
vests and policy ofa confederate republic.
ofa superior quality. Just received and i<
¡ral days ago. This Resolved, That in his military success, the morously describes.the debut of Old Winter ing to taste.
from wnicn
which aiuixu
a man narrowly escaped by jump-,
the ream or smaller quanm
To make White Soap.—Dissolve in water : ¡nom
nicies upon different jit of heroic gallantry, and ardent devotion on Monday last :—
j ing from the third story. Another new buck
7
p REMICK
afterwards add the usual ingredients.
28
Winter commenced his session yesterday
It only remains to state, that the Carra |dwelliiigon South Division* street, unfinished
i a plain style, well hjs country’s cause, we see a proud meling, and iliustratd n™1. whici‘neilher lime nor calumny can in a speech of extraordinary depth and pow geen, or Irish Moss., as a domestic article, is ■and owned by Amos Morgan, was blown
,
,
dace, and in it we recognize a strong con- er. The old gentleman really done himself peculiarly interesting. It is the best thicken-1¡down, falling upon his dwelling, adjoining,
y executed wood «•;|nati’0„
estimate of his civil qualifi- credit. His arguments were clear and spot- er of milk, broths, &c. makes excellent jel- j¡ and crushing in the roof, and breaking through F|pHE Bewick Co. ask the indulgence of
ention of the pubWiqtions, illust rating a capacity for action as | less, and covered the ground to the depth of lies, and for blanche mange is equal to the ! the second story, but fortunately none were -Itheir patrons for the unavoidable de
a piece of music in mspicuous in troubled as in peaceful times,' about 8 inches. His style was of the north- most expensive ingredients, while the cost is ! injured.
lay of their November number; which has
! 2 o’clock, P.
still continues
vork certainly ranks hich, exercised as they always have been,' eastern sthmp, precisely similar to that comparatively nothing.
I. M.
rVl — The
JL i 1C wind
Wiiiuouii
v *. iiiiiiv.
idKvIl pidvt/
UJU
iiianuiuu
taken
place ill
in LUIJou^UvUVu
consequence vi
of the
manufacvo.K ce tan ly ran s strictsubordination lo lhe paramount au-, which has heretofore gained the cruel old
i
.
i
rni_
.. flats were iinvni
’ari with
The American Carrageen is equal in ev- !| unabated.
The
covered
with VVntPT
water turers being unable to supply our paper at
----------e periodicals of tha ority of the law> add force to other and dog so much celebrity. He had not closed ery respect to the Irish, as the writer can I to a depth of from 6 to 10 feet. Many ....
build the lime expected, by reason ofthe extraordi
f a liberal patronage gher claims,
prove. It has been found growing in large; ings are afloat, and the damage will be im nary lowness of the streams.
when our paper went to press.
lie. We hope-it will Resolved, That the great agricultural in
quantities at Cape Porpoise, near Kenne-1 mense. We have heard of no loss of human
The November and December numbers
rests of Pennsylvania, and the middle and
Ha 1 Ha ! verily the Bangoreans are a won bunk, Maine, also at Nantucket, and general lives. The gale is unprecedented and the will therefore appear nearly at the same time.
ly along the Northern seaboard of tiie Uni height of water is greater than has been
_____
estern States, admonish us to be regulated
Boston, Nov. 25, 1835.
derful people. Their projects for money
E.__ The November, our choice ofa candidate for the Presidenknown for years past.,
ted Stales.
making,
business
making,
&c.
are
beyond
, . .
r. bv a preference for one who has the
Buffalo Commercial Advertiser.
The price of the article in this city varies I
Very Valuable Timber and
early m tbe momli- y
m<|St dire(.t syr,,pat|,y wilh enumeration. This last project, however,
from sixty cents ,to one dollar per pound.
Wood Land at Auction.
f tins number are :- eUb and can best sustain them ; and that for keeping one warm in cold nights, descri
F|\O be sold at Public Auction,
Unprecedented Storm.—The effects of the
[The Carrageen grows in great abundance
Story—by a lady rfe will support William H. Harrison, because bed in the paragraph below, which we copy
JL
on Saturday, the 5th day of
on the rocks at Cape Porpoise—it may be gale which was mentioned yesterday, are ¡
Zery well althou^fe know him to be especially the friend of
! more disastrous than we had anticipated, j
December next, at ten o’clock,
clifrom
the
last
Dover
Enquirer,
caps
the
» independence
iuteresu, and able and willing to sus- 1
found too, generally, in large quantities on j■The water rose to a height unknown to our j
A. M. on the premises,
max. It is worthy an inventive, rich and the beaches in this town and in Wells. Of its ! oldest inhabitants, covering the entire flats
. c
.11 lib them.
. .
A fine article, by Reso|ved} That we exhort our fellow citi- luxurious community :—
TiilE
WOOD
AND TOWEB
On
the
east
of
Main
medicinal virtues we cannot speak experimen- ■ several feet in depth,
on about TWENTY-ONE ACRES OF
tof the articles from sns throughout the Union, who agree with
A new way of keeping warm, during the tally, but as an article of food we can bear wit
h correct seniiments, s
determined opposition to the election long cold nights of a down east winter, has
...i.
J f Martin Ya» Boren, to give to the claims of been put in practice with good, effect at Ban ness to its delicacy and valuy. A Carrageen furiously raging, threatening
orciblelanguage. ^^d{iam jj Harrison a disinterested and patpudding, properly cooked, is among the most the inhabitants of that section
he Portland Magazine otlc consi.deratiOn, and if they concur with gor. It is to have a buckwheat cake made
large enough to cover the bed like a quilt, delicate and delicious dishes prepared at the continually in motion, I
its conlributers. Tlie § in regarding him as a candidate equally
and spread it over “ piping hot,” at the time
1
ds-bv the editor. A ualified and better calculated to gain the of retiring. When made of sufficient thick present day—at least so we think.]
„»Brthrown. or
Tjmber and Hard yWood
Conditions
were overthrown,
or floatins
floating befóte lhe wind ¡
J
.opular favor than others, to unite with us m
_
some
entirely
demolished,
and
others
were
ness, it retains its heat till morning—and
Extract from.the Washington Correspond
iving him a cordial and earnest support.
made known at the time of sale.
carried a considerable distance from their
lhen, if a person is too lazy to get up, he can
Iicovi»...
i-------------.
B. F. MASON, Auctioneer.
.... , Resolved,
That in the expression
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ent of the New York Evening Statu
former
location.
The
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of
individual
make
a
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the
constructed Irotn Mjrei-e(.encei undjer exjstjng circumstances, for
Kennebunk-port, Nov. 19, 1835.
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;
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a
edges as he lies.
ster, Mass. Thecero-William H. Harrison, we\lo not mean to dethe intentions and wishes of the President ! number of lives have been lost, although our
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that we must have war 1 The Globe has not The damage sustained by the owners of lumdesirous of taking charge of a public School
preachii)g against Louis Philippe, of late, i
_______ _________________ _________
h inst.,—the discharge uructed to pursue that course, which a de- line between Ohio and Michigan le iilory,
! her and wood is immense.—The merchandise
__ an
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GOUUtryj and the securjty of its institu- port to the executive. Ir
I to any agent Who wishes to employ,—appli
.
qj the, faith less course of France, it will ! ■ .
■
,
>
j —»• i
throughout was grand and melancholy. The
j cUhlain harsher accusations than the message j ^¡.y^fthe wmd-the ra^ng of the’waters- cation must soon be made to the publisher of
was followed' Lby" llil , ions, and no personal preferences which properly ™arked, and that without
tion
from
Michigan.
Uhre^ts,
we
undeis
and,
w
Hostile,
or
tU,'V
*fte
~ •
this paper.
should
not
yield
to
higher
claims
of
duty
to
>rs of the rail-road Coh
were made, by some ofthe territorial author-1 at least, unfriendly
_
.. measures
--------...................
... the dashing of the spray—the confusion which
Kennebunk, Nov. 14, 1835.
against France,
prevailed throughout the day, .combined, ren
barrows were filledaBd| he republic.
ities, that the commissioners would not be will be recommended in order to vindicate
dered
the
scene
truly
grand
and
awful.
TAKE NOTICE.
the Mayor of the cityof A very large and respectable meeting of permitted to execute their duties, but they
the national honor.
ib. of 12th inst.
Fin HE subscriber, having contracted with
ie Mayor of die
ilhe citizens of Pittsburgh, Penn, friendly to were not intimidated by them, or shaken
I
the overseers of the poor of the town
in their resolution to carry out the original
...by
Fire.—A wooden dwelling house, on of Wells, to support all the paupers belong
The Avowal,—We have more than once
me
I John Breed,^|:he eievation of Mr. Webster to the Presi- intention ofthe Government of Ohio.
charged upon the immediate abolitionists a Hobbs’ wharf, Sea street, Boston, occupied by ing to said town, for the term of one year from
mense concourse ofF:[fency> was held in that city on the 7th inst.
To the new Governor ofthe territory, the
redit of! A^sigu of provoking a dissolution of this glo- several Irish families, was burnt on the 20th date hereof, and having made
for
uaitJ provision
iiuicvi, auu
(Several spirited speeches were made, which Hon. John S. Horner, much of the ci
ie celebration.
The !‘mds Union—the source of such countless
A woman ; that purpose, hereby forbids all persons har
---- -----! were received with enthusiastic cheers.’ this peaceable termination is justly due.
blessings to the American people—if they j inst. wilh most of its contents,
ic County Convent The following are among the resolutions a- situation of this gentleman was unpleasant cannot effect their purposes—which charge ! and a child about one year old perished in boring- or supporting any of said paupers on
his account.
JAMES HOBBS.
and hazardous. He assumed a high respon they have often denied. But the mask is off’
)ty, Penn, was h#’1
______________ _
Wells, Dec,. 16, 1834.
_______ ly,
dopted :
sibility when he consented to take upon him at last, and the unhallowed design is thus the flames.
hh-nst. Five delegate' Resolved, That this meeting most cordi self the duties of executive of that distiacted^
The Legislature of North Carolina com TBI-WEEKLY JOURNAL.
„■eseut the CountJ«* ally approve of and respond to the sentiynents government. That the malignant thrusts of 1 boldly avowed, editorially, in the Emancipa
tor of this morning :
menced its session on the 16th inst.
Luther severance win publish a
iveuuu.«,
to
beMM|
0
f
their
Anti-masonic
fellow
citizens
of
Verthe
malicious
and
the
envious
would
be
made
convention, t
‘ The Alternative.—William Wertenbapaper three times .a week at Augusta,
Hl of next moolhnont, as expressed in the following resolu to reach him, he might have anticipated ; that ker, assistant P. M. and librarian of the Uni
HYMENEAL
during the session ofthe Legislature,on Tues
ie 1-,-p
the eye of jealous rivalry would be turned versity of Virginia, gives notice that lie has
tion adopted by them, viz :
were adopted—by o®
‘Resolved, That any attempt by a Presi upon him, he might have expected. But committed to the/ames a copy of Human
MARRIED—In Saco, Mr. Daniel Cole, jun. day, Thursday, and Saturday mornings, at
one dollar for the session. The Journal will
are “ instrueted to 81’1 dent ofthe United States, to interfere in any that all the rights of the citizen, all the decen Rights we sent him ; and very gravely asks, to Mrs. Sarah Ann Bradley.
contain reports of the proceedings in both
In
South
Berwick,
Mr.
Henry
H.
Plummer,
of
manner,
with
the
election
of
his
successor,
cies
of
society,
all
that
belongs
to
the
courte

to Daniel Webster«'
‘ Which of the two do you prefer—a perpt
houses of the Legislature as usual, asketch of
Si B. to Miss Martha Hale of Bradford, Mass.
esidencyreith«1’?"U.D”.J should be regarded as a manifest abuse of his sies of life should be violated in his person, tuity oj Slavery, or a dissolution of the U?Ti
In Alfred, by Rev. H. Butler, Mr. .Nathaniel Congressional proceedings, and the earliest
• u 0(pe|’sonal and official influence, and a danger he could little have looked for, or expected. tan
inn T The latter, we say,
sav. by
bv all odds, if we
vv
intelligence of passing events of every de
the State con»«»1*,ous invasion of the freedom and purity of
We learn that he had not long been in the must choose. We are Ibr union, but not Leach, of Kennebunk, to Miss Mary Haley, of A.
Mr. Charles Farnham to Miss Sally Cousins, scription.
„.arable effort to* elections, and that, whenever and by whom territory before he was burnt in effigy ; he with slavery. WE WILL GIVE THE UN-1 tmh
of Alfred '
Some of our political friends .are already
soever made, it should be met by the stern was subsequently publicly insulted, and after ION FOR THE ABOLITION OF SLA. bothofAihed.
In Cornish, Mr Simeon Tufts, to Miss Harri aware, though many are not,, that aTri-week„tie,, delegate»
and indignant rebuke of every freemen in the wards, the hole! at which he stopped was VERY, IF NOTHING ELSE WILL et J. Boynton, both of C.
ly or Daily paper, for the session only, in
assailed bv a ruthless mob, the windows GAIN IT—BUT IF WE CANNOT GAIN] _
country.’
Ln Cornish, by____
Rev. Timothy Remick, Mr.
- ------ —, tu
Resolved, That in the opinion of this meet- ^stoned, and his person put in jeopardy. This IT AT ALL, THEN THE SOUTH IS William T. Coolbroth, of Porter, to Miss Nancy volves much labor and expense for which we
receive a very inadequate remuneration. Dai
jills, on the Lincoln •
t^e duties of tbe President of the United disreputable conduct, if encouraged by those WELCOME TO A DISSOLUTION- Chick, ofC.
By the same, Mr. George Chadbourn, to Miss ly papers, or Tri-weeklies generally depend
.,4 1833)arei”circl 1 States, are essentially of a civic character ; in authority there, must stand long an indeli THE SOONER THE BETTER. The
iry ’ i] eXecuted. W and that until a second Washington shall ble blot on the rising greatness of Michigan. slaveholders may as well understand, first as , Nancy F. Clark ; Mr. Horace A, Pike, to Miss mostly on their advertising, which makes
then- profits while it lessens the work. In curs
Elizabeth Ann S. Wedgwood, of Cornish.
er^ WC
ftheoi*’ arise, the elevation to the Chief Magistracy of
Columbus Hemisphere.
last, that ‘ The Union’ may have other uses
we have no advertising but such as goes also
3r says two or
free country, of any individval whose rnilito them than that of a lash to shake over the
into the weekly paper ; instead of it our col
OBITUARY
Ranks i» ^iat Cl1^
^«’7 fame constitutes bis sole claim to the
umns are filled up with Legislative reports
The Border Troubles.—The troubles at In- ■ heads of Northern freemen.’
| notice of his fellow citizens, is to be deprecaWill the really good and patriotic men,
DIED—In this town, on Monday last, Mrs. and other manuscript matter prepared with
dian
Stream are so far quieted as to leave no j
ted as iraugm
fraught wuu
with the
utmost ............
hazard. --to^the
__ _
, i. tea
mu uhumol
O
live
F
idler
,
aged
58
years.
| who have joined in this fanatical crusade, omuch pains and expense.
nrt Herald ^’ll S liberties of the nation, and subversive of the reason to fear farther difficulties, unless the ji pen their eyes now ?—N. F. Com. Adv.
In Kennebunk-port, on Monday last, George
urypoit n______||til
...
....
The public demand a paper during the ses
authorities or people of Canada shall attempt
principles of the Constitution.
ThACHER,.son of Mr. Samuel Adams.
sion published oftener than once a week, and
Resolved, That as citizens of Pennsylvania,^ to interfere. So judicious were the measures
In
Sanford,
8th
inst.
Mr.
Ezra
Thompson,
aged
Murder—A murder is supposed to have
we have found by experience that a Tri
we can support no candidate for the office of adopted by Adjutant General Low, and vvith been committed in the town of Porter, coun- 72 years.
weekly, although it. is not so agreeable to cit
such
spirit
were
they
carried
into
execution,
i
President of the United States, who ha,s not
i ty of Oxford, week before last. A Mr. Carizens of the town and members of the Legis
manifested himself to be the able and zealous as to result in the capture of five of the ring-'1 ter who resides in that town, went out with
SHIP
N
EWS.
lature accommodates the mass of subscribers
ferStOt ) is that
advocate of national industry, internal im leaders of the disaffected, before they were | his wife in the evening to visit a neighbor,
better’than a Daily, because it is only on a
KENNEBUNKs NOV. 28, 1835
provement, and those other great principles scarcely aware that measures were in pro ! leaving his house in charge of his two sons,
few routes that .a daily mail carries the pa
-of political economy, on which is based the gress against them. Ode of these has been ! one of which was a cripple, but both addictpers ; on all others they get the news just as
memoranda.
indicted by the Grand Jury of Coos county,
. probable tW ” prosperity of this commonwealth.
' ed to habits of intemperance. On his return
Cl<d. at Boston, 18th, brig George, Wise, New often, and as much of it, with half the post
for
high
treason,
and
a
number
of
others
for
Resolved, That influenced by these con
he found his lame son lying upon the bed, Orleans.
age. Those who are already subscribers for
siderations, and fully convinced that in the violating or resisting the laws of the State. and the other stretched upon the floor, dead.
A Saco schooner, (name unknown) loaded the weekly and continue to take both, will
In
addition
to
those
captured,
a
considerable
person and character of Daniel Webster of
Several bruises were found upon his head with lumber, was ashore near the wall on Fort be charged 75 cents for the Tri-weekly.
lro,,g ''’’f
Massachusetts, are united in the highest de number fled into the British Province for ! and neck apparently caused by blows from a Independence, on Tuesday last.
To give increased interest to our paper we
gree, the virtues and qualifications requisite protection.—Concord N. H. Patriot.
i club. From the known disposition of the
have engaged the services of an able corres
l“a<aCCe|’ e f> for the faithful discharge ofthe arduous du ! The Grand Jury of St. Louis have found a
; lame young man, and the circumstance of
pondent at the city of Washington, who we
wa8nom.n»t«l‘»
ties of the presidency, this meeting earnestly
their both having drank freely of spirits, susexpect will keep us accurately informed of all
bill
of
indictment
against
Col.
Strother,
for
GOOD
Family
Horse
will
be
sold
very
and conscientiously recommends him to be
i picion was raised against him. He was ex
low for cash, or any kind of country the political movements al head quarters, and
Bupjiorted by their fellow citizens for the having challenged Benton.
amined before a Justice, where circumstan
they will be unusually interesting at the en
i
_____
highest
office
in
the
gift
of
a
free
people,
and
produce,
by the subscriber.
ces appeared so strong, that he was cqrnmilínelonhel ‘
suing session.
pledges itself to use all honorable means to 1 'The steamer McDonough made her last
on ted to Paris Jail to await the examination of
Augusta, Nov. 11,1835.
the ’boritiT'9hrijf8>'* promote his election, firmly believing that all trip.to the Kennebeck, for this season,
i
Ketwebunk,
Nov.
27,1835..
j tile Supreme Court.—Limington Boarder.
e,it;nh'e«Vi^ ■ true friends of the country can honestly unite , Monday last.
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he journeyed, came where he was, and !
when he saw him he had compassion on
Wm. Gault, Concord ; Ephraim n
PROBATE NOTICES.
Nos. $ 10, Penhallow-street,
him, and went to him and wept over him
[From the Whig and Intelligencer.]
prey River ; Wm. North & c0 p8y’ *
Somersworth ; John H. Wh2i ieatF
and besought him with tears to repent and Ata Court of Probate held at Alfred, with
TO GEN. WM. H. HARRISON.
Portsmouth, (N H.)
in andfor the County of York, "on the first
by d. m.
reform.
AS prepared and constantly on hand Tufts, Dr. W. Norwood, Exeter 'f,TAsa
Monday m November, in the year of our Lord
| Reding, Haverhill ; Elder Gu’v
Stand up, thou time-worn veteran !
5. And he persuaded him to sit upon
and for sale, wholesale and retail, the
eighteen hundred and thirty-five, bu the Hon
Keene.
In Massachusetts, bv p Beci
As proudly as of yore,
following Medicines —
his own beast, Total
Abstinence, and
ourable WM. A. HAYES, Jud^eofsaid
v‘
When o er thy country’s banner
' NATURE’S GRAND RESTORATIVE. Spaulding, Newbury ; H
brought
him
to
his
own
family
and
they
Court;
* J
Portentous clouds did lower,
hill ; Joshua Hubbard, Lowell
This Vegetable Medicine stands unrivalled ter, No. 3, Washington street ’&>] 1Ja^
took care of him. And on the morrow, he
When the life-blood of her gallant sons
N the petition of Augusta Johnson, w-itL
Dyspep Wd & Noyes, No. 13, Cornhin,«! “¿»I
spake kindly to him, and offered prayers !
Stained many a flowery plain,
ow of Joshua Johnson, late of York, in j' for the following complaints, viz
sia  or Indigestion, diseased Liver, Billions Washington st.-and Geo. M. Mead n .r°
And the stars and stripes were waving o’er for him, and departed. Which of the three j
: said county, deceased, praying for an allow
Old ocean’s stormy main.
| Disorders, Dropsy, Asthma, Costiveness,!
was neighbor to him who fell among grog ance out of the personal estate of said de Worms and Loss of Appetite, and by cleans- j¡Boston; James Worthen, Ameshn 10,1
ceased
:
Samuel Norris, Salisbury;
Stand up ! though Time has furrowed
shops.
ORDERED—That the said petitioner give ing the stomach and bowels, cures pains in Lynn. In New York, by Rusht/
Thy noble manly brow,
pen
wall, James H. Hall and A tL nandl
The laurels won in by-gone days
notice to all persons interested in said estate, the side, stomach and breast, colds and I
New Cure fof Intemperance.—The prin by causing a copy of this order to be pub- coughs, of long standing, hoarseness, short-! J. V. E.VanderhooF; BrooktIn^
Are growing greener now !
ter’s devil and <i number of other rZ ceZerax*, 1 lished three weeks successively in the Ken pass of breath, nervous complaints, &c. which by Dr. Benj, Plummer, Bangor n ?a
The memory of thy peerless life
Has filled thy cup of fame,
have discovered that printer’s ink, well ap nebunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in is frequently the effect of disease. Its virtues fith, Portland ; Elder Henry Fro^c'4 G
And millions now shout“ victory !”
S j Bmnt
plied, is a most sovereign remedy for habit said county, that they may appear at a Pro surpass any thing heretofore known in re Wm. Spring, Calais; Capt. Janies^iH
At the mention of thy name.
I
Sam’l Jackson, p- & (x/jH
h maini
ual drunkenness. We understand a com bate Court to be held at North Berwick, in moving St. Vitus’ Dance ; two bottles have Stevens;
I
been known to cure this afflicting disease, af- <
Clark, York ; Samuel Aik Belfas
Leu eveby1
They can’t forget you fought and bled
pany has been formed in Palmyra, the! said county, on the first Monday in De ter having baffled every exertion for four Joseph
/
pVBL
Neddick
;
Samuel
Sawye^
oLunaG
8
’
%
i
To shield their cherished land,
■jam®8
members of which patrol the streets and lav-! cember next, at ten of the clock in the fore years. It has a most powerful influence in. Wm. Gooch, Wells/D. ZTV’
When the war-whoop ofthe Indian rung
noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why
|Maifl-Stree’
erns
in
the
evening,
and
if
they
find
any!
removing
nervous
complaints.
It
is
pleasant
Office
00
| the prayer of said petition should not be
From Ocean’s wave-washed strand,
hunk; Sheldon Hobbs, North ii'1’
luckless wight who has fallen or likely to j granted.*
to take and in its operation so much so, that Enoch Goodale, Saco; Wm. Winslow6?
ter Let»egAÎ
To where the two great rivers* roll
fwod larsperii»'11'
An everlasting flood,
fall a victim to the contest with John Bar
it
may
be
administered
to
the
infant
with
All be <W<
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
wick; James Bowman, Gardiner
Interest I fpa'd
al
Wa^ers then were crimsoned with
leycorn, they immediately paint his face
A true copy—Attest,
& Ladd, Augusta ; Jesse Tavlor
¡email
’
The mother’s and infant’s blood.
Directions for receiving this or any other SiJ;«"■■‘-'■«a paper d I îSrS
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
and hands with ink, and when the votary
Nov. 7.
of the following named medicines
lislier, <!fei?
of Bacchus recovers bis reason, he is strong
They well remember Tippecanoe,
Thep
pany and envelope each bottle. Certificates
They can't forget the Thames ;
ly persuaded that he has changed faces At a Court of Probate holden at Alfred, with
any eròi
ofthe efficacy of this medicine have been re
All those who fought and conquered there
charged
1
with a negro, for the “ tarnal” thing won’t
in and for ‘ the County
hrst
ceived from the Rev. Mr. George Storrs, a
They can’t forget their names.
Sept. 19,
Monday
in
November,
iq
the
year
of
our
come
off
with
washing.
Several
persons
talented
and
highly
esteemed
Minister
of
the
They venerate the dauntless chief,
-"G
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by the. Gospel, ofthe Methodist Episcopal Church •
who have been fora long time in the habit
Who bared his blade and form,
wem’
the
Honorable
Legislature
of
SjA
Hon.
WM.
A.
HAYES,
Judge
of
said
And stood betwixt, in trying time’s,
also from William Walker, Esq. an officer of
of daily visiting the groceries, have been
ïMaine next to be held on the first
A
Court :
The whirlwind and the storm.
the Customs of the Port of Portsmouth, N. H.
thus induced to stay away.
The members
Sai?
of January, A. D. 1836.
e!’j
g^YN the petition of Lavinia Lyman, ad- —Mr. Josiah Webster, deceased, late a Mes
U ImiK al
ofthe society hold their membership a se
Then stand erect ! for freemen now
ininistratrix of the estate of Joshua senger of the several Banks in Portsmouth rpHE petition ofthe undersigned, eife ¡three v
Have raised thy standard high,
cret, but have great skill and expertness in Johnson, late of York, in said county, deceas
of said State, respectfully re„* town, present seas
and Mr. Robert Foster, Printer of the same JL
And the shouts of victory ere-lon<r
¿.—-,340
“ applying the brush.” We are told thev ed, representing that the personal estate of place ; which gentlemen it is well known that they are owners of a large fti.*
VX ill pierce the glorious sky.
Ship !
will pass a man in the street, and paint him said deceased is not sufficient to pay the just here are as credible, respectable and compe Granne situated in Kennebunk.»« LT hou need st not fear for the patriot wears
h
:
-port,.abe
*'
as they pass. They lately done up a fellow debts which he owed at the time of his death tent witnesses as any persons in this commu one milefrom Kennebunk River-—that t ,Smith,, - HERMANN, 20
An adamantine shield,
Brig li
And the trumpet voice of freedom’s sons
in a public bar room, when ten or fifteen by the sum of three hundred dollars, and nity. Also from the Hon. Judge Burgin, of are desirous of bringing so inipon
Ship I
Has called thee to the field.
other persons were by, and no one observ praying for a license to sell and convey so Allenstown, N. H., Mr. Isaac K. Palmer, of valuable a material for building, into tlip ’
ket at as low a rate as possible, and forT
KlNßSBÜR
much of the real estate of said deceased as
ed it until the transmogrification was com may be necessary for the payment of said Concord, N. H., Mr. Ralph Smith, of East purpose to form an association with com?! Bourne,
*Ohio and Mississippi.
Cambridge, Mass, and several other as re
These Vessels are
plete.—Salt River Journal.
debts and incidental charges : and on her pe
powers to construct a Railway or Turn!
_____ tition to have her first account of administra spectable persons.
from said Quarry to the river, a distanc?
The Good Old Times.
HOLMAN’S BONE OINTMENT.
tion on 'said estate allowed :
exceeding two miles, for the more chea
PROSPECTUS
Messn ß.&K.ha
The merry, merry autumn winds
This Ointment stands at the head of all
I the iwo ah
expeditious method of transporting thi
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
OF THE
Again are sweeping free,
tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and remedies for the following diseases which tenal They therefore pray that°the H™
But I am sad—for things are not
ears.
human nature is heir to, viz. :—Rheumatism
i to all persons interested in said estate, by
Legislature will grant them and their 2 tel five F--- ~~---As once they used to be,
FBI HE GALAXY has been published eigh- causing a copy ofthis order to be published both chronic and inflammatory, gout, sprains, ciates an act of incorporation under tlm.?
When all the girls wore homespun gowns,
IvANlA.
—
Penn!
JL
teen years.—The Nineteenth Volume •m the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Ken bruises and contracted tendons of long stand- ofthe “Kennebunk-port Granite ail(] ]!
And shoes with leather strings,
ns
of
Bedfoi
J?
discusses
all
tumors,
renders
stiff
will commence with the coming year and be nebunk, in said county, three weeks succes
And never thought of bishop-sleeves,
Road Company” with power to const J iiiti-ma;
joints limber by producing a healthy muscu
conducted by
And such outrageous things.
Rail Road or Turnpike from said QUarrv on the 4th ult., and
sively, that they may appear at a Probate lar action.
I Gen. HtRi
JOHN NEAL AND HENRY F. HARRINGTON,
Kennebunk River, and totakenndocc
Court to be holden at North Berwick, in said
Old father Time ha’n’t changed a whit
It assuages pains in Bilesand Abscesses.
Assisted by several popular and well known county, on the first Monday in December
the land necessary for that purpose, pay '
Since I was five years old ;
Nothing equals it in swelled and inflamed the owners thereof a just and reasonable co same ci mty on the
Authors.
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
His autumn coat is still the same,
Breasts in females if applied in its early stage, pensation therefor. And as in duty b ( resolutio I expressive
The columns of the paper will be mostly S,.ew. -cause
y tbeY baveT» ~ j the prayer
A crimson mixed with gold ;
, ’ ifan•'
c* V VA* prevents suppuration or matter forming, and
will ever pray.
BENJ. F. MASON ' talents, i U and patri
He whistles just the same old tune
filled with STERLING ORIGINAL ART1CLES< ' of said petitions should not be' granted.’
a^ cases iinmediate ease from pain.
That he did years ago ;
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen., Register.
Of which Tales, Poetry and Essays—Notices
and Dan ) Webster, ai
JACOB MITCHELL
Certificates of this fact could be given if ne
And he is quite as merry now
A true copy,—Attest,
°
of New Publications, and of the Times—
willingn I to sacrifice
JOSEPH NOBLE
cessary.
This
remedy
is
offered
to
the
public
As he was then I know.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Sketches of Foreign and Domestic Character
DANIEL W.LORD
lions foi |he g00(1 o{
with the full assurance that it far excels the
Nov. 7.
and Scenery Biographical Notices of eminent
CHARLES A; LORD
I used to love to spend a day
~~
STATE OF MALVE; ~
,opodeldocs and liniments of the present day
Individuals, and Letters from Carrespondents,
n ! 7 o
ERASTUS HAYES.' ^Thefi nds, of Dani
Among the forest trees,
for the above diseases.—A trial is only wanted
Portland, Sept. 18, 1835.
|eld1 a" pubi'
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight1 i
etc., will form prominent features.
When chesnuts by the bushel fell
county, r’
to give it the decided preference to evbry
hundred and thirty-five. i j
The Publishers will endeavor as far as
With every passing breeze.
i
lolulion
wai
thing else. Many physicians of eminence
nil. A
I reached my home at supper time,
STATE OF M AINE.
practicable to support American Literature AN ACT in addition to an “ Act relating to 1have used this ointment and extol its merits.
Webster
b
be
the
firs
with bag and basket full,
In the year of our Lord one thousand
the Settlement and Support ofthe Poor.”
and Character—to sustain a manly and un
A certificate of Mr. Robert Gurney, Car
And found the mug ofcider there
Section 1. Be it enacted by the Senate and
a nt /
• • hundred and thirty-five.
hut expt kng a readi
yielding criticism on Literature, Men and
riage maker, of Portsmouth, of the cure of AN Additional Act, providing for the p®.
For me to “ take a pull.”
Manners and the Drama, without regard to( House of Representatives in Legislature as
port of suitable cai
his daughter of a contracted knee, accompa
ishment of certain crimes, and for the wp
friends
or
foes
—
to
exercise
a
surveillance
sembled,
J
hat
all
laws
relating
to
the
settle“unite the
And there were pleasant times at night,
nies and envelopes each vial.
vention thereof.
p
over all matters of local interest, by exposing ment or residence of Paupers, be and the
In very frosty weather,
dvania, who
in
Penn
Itch
Ointment.
—
Directions
for
using
this
Section
1.
Be
it
enacted
by
the
Senate^
all nuisances and abuses of the public weaf same are hereby repealed, Provided however,
When we before the blazing fire
and to handle quackery under its various I hat this Act shall not be so construed as to preparation accompany each box. This oint House of Representatives, in Legislature as adminisl Bion of the
Were seated altogether
The women with their knitting work
garbs without gloves.
This course, a rapid apply to persons on a journey, or travelling, ment is safe and speedy in its operation. It sernbled That the laws of the State profi
The L lislatureofe
The boys with each a book,’
’
and continued accession of subscribers has or visiting, or any person who may be in any contains no mercurial or other deleterious in ding for the Capital Punishment of ceriait
gredients, so common in many of the popular descriptions of offenders, be and hereby an Coluinbi on die 23d
The.dog asleep upon the hearth,
already proved eminently popular and suc unincorporated place in this State.
And Puss within the nook.
so altered as to substitute in lieu of said pud Gov. Me luffie was co
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